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>>> Klick Hier <<<
Get 130% Deposit Bonus on our Bitcoin Casino. Experience premium gaming in our BitSpinCasino with

a wide variety of slots, live casino games, table games, progressive jackpots & much more. Sign Up
Now. About Our Bitcoin Casino. Enjoy an amazing library of games on a Bitcoin Casino brought to you
by the most trustworthy brand in the industry. Our Bitcoin Casino offer a range of video Slots, Blackjack,
Roulette, Video Poker, Live Casino as well as our Exclusive games for Bitcoin gambling. Visit Casino.

Exclusive VIP Offers. Exclusive Games. Our Bitcoin Casino hosts meticulously crafted exclusive games,

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch


curated for the best player experience. Jackpots on exclusive games can be won on all bet levels and
can go as high as 25 BTC! DISCOVER OUR GAMES. Relax & Win. What will get you the most excited

to play bitcoin casino games? If it is a large variety of games , then you’re at the right place to start
exploring. Enjoy highly rewarding games where you can multiply your BTC many times over. Are you

looking for a fun gaming session ? Our slots games will be the perfect choice for you. If you’re looking for
big money multipliers , there are many games to choose from. Visit Casino. Why play at our Bitcoin

casino? Promotions & Tournaments. Participate in weekly tournaments with huge prizes! Enjoy bitcoin
gambling promotions, offering free spins, cashback, bonuses, and much more. Exclusive VIP Offers.

Heavy wager? We will enroll you in our exclusive VIP Program. Enjoy massive deposit bonuses,
generous cashback, and other offers tailor-made just for you. Trusted Brand. Deposit, play and withdraw
your crypto seamlessly and without a worry! Our bitcoin casino is operated by the most trusted brand in

the industry. Rest assured that your gaming experience at the casino is going to be top-notch. 24/7
Support. A highly qualified customer support team is at your service round the clock to make sure you

are always at your best when you want to play. Fast Withdrawal. Cashing out from bitcoin casino account
is a breezy affair. Get your crypto within minutes of placing a withdrawal request. Secure Crypto Casino.

The assets you deposit are completely under your control, and are stored safely in your casino wallet.
Game Providers. Our library hosts the best and most popular casino games from all the leading iGaming
providers. Now try your luck at Bitcoin Slots, Bitcoin Roulette, Bitcoin Baccarat and other Bitcoin Games

and Bitcoin Game Shows offered by these providers. Payment Options. Easily fund your account with
multiple payment methods. You can directly deposit cryptocurrencies such as BTC, BCH, ETH, DOGE
etc., or use these payment options to deposit Fiat currencies including USD, EUR, JPY, CAD, AUD in
your casino wallet: Credit Card Bank Account eWallets such as GPay, Samsung Pay Local payment

options, depending on your country. Endless Entertainment on Mobile. Play any of our games on the go
from your mobile phone or tablet. Enjoy fluid gameplay from any Android, iOS or Linux-based device of
your choice. All of our games come with multi-browser support, accessible from anywhere in the world.

Fun for All. Whatever may be your taste, BitSpinCasino has it covered for you. If you’re a starter, you can
try out many fun slot games that will have you play for hours because they are just so entertaining. If you

want to win bigger and bigger, you can try games with jackpots, big money multipliers with crazy
amounts of money to be won. You can play these games from anywhere in the world! No need to

exchange money, use bitcoin and start playing in our bitcoin casino! Advantages of Gambling with
Bitcoin. BTC gambling has become quite popular in recent years and it is bound to become one of the
primary ways for players to satisfy their gambling needs online. BitSpinCasino is the leading games
portal and the bitcoin casino has its own set of advantages. Deposits - If you want to make a deposit,

your funds will show up in your account nearly immediately after 1 confirmation on the blockchain. If you
win a big amount in any of the games, you will receive the money when you withdraw nearly instantly from

your casino account. 24/7 Customer Service - a highly qualified customer service team that is at your
service in the crypto casino. VIP promotions - exclusive bonuses such as generous deposit bonus,

extravagant cashbacks and massive amounts of free spins to special players. Exclusive Games - When
it comes to BitSpinCasino, no extra fees are charged for deposits and withdrawals. You only have to pay

for transaction charges levied by the blockchain, and that's it! So it seems that playing casino games
with Bitcoin is truly the best way to enjoy gambling. Payouts - What’s even better when playing at the
BitSpinCasino is that it has a minimal to zero amount of down time, and a 100% payout rate. Safety -

Because our Bitcoin Casino is operated by Bitcoin.com, the most trusted brand in the industry, you can
rest assured that your gaming experience at the casino is going to be top-notch. Bitcoin gambling can

often be overwhelming, but we make it a very enjoyable and seamless experience. The money you
deposit into your player account is absolutely safe and in your control. Leading Game Providers - We

bring you the best and most popular games from all the leading game providers in the industry. A
delightful gaming experience is the one that presents you with multiple ways to have fun, and that’s what

we aim for. About Our Bitcoin Casino Exclusive Games. Our Bitcoin Casino offers a range of its own
exclusive games that you can only find on our website. All the exclusive casino games at BitSpinCasino
are curated for the best player experience. These games also have big jackpots where you can win a
large amount of BTC, of up to 25 BTC and more, by relatively small bets. All exclusive games are only
available for play on BitSpinCasino.com, nowhere else. So if you want to experience the privilege of

playing something awesome that no other crypto casino offers, go play these amazing exclusive games
now! Angry Banker. Enjoy all the benefits of blockchains when you game on BitSpinCasino. Check-in,
play games and log out of your account in utmost privacy. You are in full control of your funds without



anyone else snooping in on your holdings in your casino wallet. Withdraw your crypto when you want,
within minutes of putting in a withdrawal request. Your money is truly yours with BitSpinCasino. Angry

Banker is one of the most popular games on our bitcoin casino and often accumulates massive jackpots
that can be won even with the lowest bet level. Game Specifications: Game type - Slot Payline - 20

Reels - 5 Rows - 3 Volatility - Medium Maximum Multiplier - x100 Maximum Jackpot - 25 BTC Maximum
Free Spins - 10. Exclusive Slots. Our second most popular exclusive game, and also the game we’ve
had the most jackpot wins on, is our own Exclusive Slots. This age-old classic is brought to you in a

cutting-edge format and can be played using cryptocurrencies. Game Specifications: Game type - Slot
Payline - 20 Reels - 5 Rows - 3 Volatility - Medium Maximum Multiplier - x100 Maximum Jackpot - 25

BTC Maximum Free Spins - 10. Blackjack. We are host to another all-time popular casino classic from
the halls of brick and mortar casinos – Blackjack. Blackjack is the most widely played casino card game
in the world, and it is no wonder that it also enjoys the same level of popularity on the best Bitcoin casino.

Game Specifications: Game type - Banking game Reels - 5 Rows - 3 Volatility - Medium Maximum
Multiplier - x100 Maximum Jackpot - 25 BTC. Roulette. Place your bets and spin the wheel to stand a
chance to win a big amount of Bitcoin in this digital alteration of a classic that finds its place in nearly
every casino in the world. A late-night favorite of casino goers, Roulette by Bitcoin.com embodies the

thrill and excitement of the traditional roulette game and makes it accessible to any player who is willing
to stake their BTC, BCH or any other cryptocurrency for an opportunity to win a life-changing reward.

Game Specifications: Game type - Table Payline - 20 Reels - 5 Rows - 3 Volatility - Medium Maximum
Multiplier - x100 Maximum Jackpot - 25 BTC. Dice. Your chance to bet on the luck of a roll comes in the

form of a game of Dice on the best bitcoin casino. The game is a variant of a traditional dice game
where you can bet on the outcome of the roll and can increase the multiplier on your bet by increasing the
risk weight on the probability of the roll. It’s a quite simple and yet highly engaging casino game that will
instantly draw you in, more so if you’re a fan of dice games in general. Game Specifications: Game type
- Table Payline - 20 Reels - 5 Rows - 3 Volatility - Medium Maximum Multiplier - x100 Maximum Jackpot

- 25 BTC. Video Poker. The all-time favorite bitcoin casino game of the masses, digitized for online
users to play with Bitcoin. Video Poker at BitSpinCasino.com is the perfect way to play the classic game

of poker from the comfort of your own setting, wherever you are. Draw 5 cards, choose to hold your
desired ones and draw once again to land any one of the payable hands from the deck. You can even

choose to double your winnings; the choice is yours! Game Specifications: Game type - Table Payable -
9 Volatility - Medium Maximum Multiplier - x100 Maximum Jackpot - 25 BTC. Keno. BitSpinCasino is

home to its own exclusive game of Keno where you can wager by choosing any amount of numbers, and
draw to conclude the round. It’s really that simple. You get paid based on how many of the numbers you
chose get hit. Game Specifications: Game type - Table Paytables - 20 Reels - 5 Rows - 3Guide how to

easily deposit and play Volatility - Medium Maximum Multiplier - x100 Maximum Jackpot - 25 BTC
Maximum Free Spins - 10. How to deposit and play. Depositing and playing at our Bitcoin casino is

really easy and straightforward. Since Bitcoin.com is one of the leading providers of fintech products in
the industry, we can guarantee the cleanest and easiest experience for players when it comes to playing
their favorite games on the BTC casino. Follow these simple steps to get started: Register yourself with
an account on http://www.bitspincasino.com. Make a deposit using the Deposit button on the top-right
corner of the website. Available deposit and payment options include Credit Cards, GPay, Samsung

Pay as well as many local payment options we have made available for you. Once your deposit is in your
casino account, you can head on to our games section and look for the Slots category of games on the

homepage. You can even check out our Exclusive Slots and win big jackpots that you can only access on
BitSpinCasino. Start playing the game that you really like! Why choose gambling with Bitcoin? What
turned out to be one of the greatest financial and technological inventions at the beginning of the 21st

century is arguably also the best monetary tool to use for gambling online. Yes, we’re talking about
Bitcoin! Here are key advantages of bitcoin gambling: Fast and low-cost transactions Quick withdrawals

Transparency and provably fair games Security and safety Lucrative Bonuses and Promotions. Let’s
take a look at how each of them can benefit you, the player: Anonymity. A casino is only a true Bitcoin

casino when players can choose to remain anonymous, and there is nothing stopping them from keeping
their gaming sessions private. This is exactly what you get when you play at BitSpinCasino. A truly

anonymous gaming experience. All you need is an email to register, we won’t ask for any other details,
promise! Fast and low-cost Transactions. One of the key benefits of playing with a BTC casino like us is

that your transactions arrive nearly instantly, after 1 confirmation on the blockchain, and they’re almost



always dirt cheap. We don’t charge any transaction fee from our end, only the fee that is levied by the
blockchain. Quick withdrawals in our Bitcoin Casino. Withdrawals at our bitcoin casino are super quick

as well. You don’t have to wait for your funds to be transferred to your personal wallet. Just place a
withdrawal and your crypto will be with you as soon as the blockchain process it. Transparency and
provably fair games. We value transparency above all else and hence we’ve created all our bitcoin

casino games in such a way as to remove all doubt from our players minds. All of our exclusive games
are provably fair; meaning – that any of our exclusive games you play are 100% fair. Promotions &

Tournaments at our Bitcoin Casino. As an online bitcoin casino, we pride ourselves in offering some of
the best promotions and tournaments for our players to engage with on a daily, weekly and sometimes

even a monthly basis. While you can take your pick from a variety of promotions available on our casino,
our VIPs also enjoy specially curated promotions just for them to participate in. Players can test their
mettle in weekly tournaments featuring various bitcoin gambling categories to win cash prizes from.
While these tournaments offer a competitive platform for players to battle for the prize pool, many

promotions offer free spins, cashback, no wagering bonuses, and much more. We also have a welcome
offer for new players to enjoy generous deposit bonus of up to 130% as well as get 300 Free Spins to

play with. Play from anywhere. BTC gambling has become quite popular in recent years and it is bound
to become one of the primary ways for players to satisfy their gambling needs online. BitSpinCasino is
the leading games portal and the casino has its own set of advantages that puts it over and above any

other online casino on the internet. The bitcoin casino provides quick deposits and withdrawals, a highly
qualified customer service team that is at your service 24/7, special VIP promotions for you to enjoy and

regular bonuses that makes the casino stand apart from the competition. What’s even better when
playing at the BitSpinCasino is that it has a minimal to zero amount of down time, and a 100% payout

rate. The money you deposit into your player account is absolutely safe and in your control. Bitcoin
gamlbing has never been easier. If you want to make a deposit, your funds will show up in your account
nearly immediately after 1 confirmation on the blockchain. If you win a big amount in any of the games,

you will receive the money when you withdraw nearly instantly from your casino account. Because
BitSpinCasino is operated by the most trusted brand in the industry, you can rest assured that your

gaming experience at the casino is going to be top-notch. Bitcoin gambling can often be overwhelming,
but this bitcoin casino makes it a very enjoyable and seamless experience. VIP Club at our Bitcoin

Casino. Our bitcoin casino VIP club is very fancy and happening place. Our VIP members enjoy special
treatment that leaves them spoilt to their bones. Need a personal manager to attend to you wishes?

Check. Lavish VIP-Only bonus offers? Check. Early access to games and upcoming features? Check.
Want to be rewarded just because you feel like? Simply reach out! Deposit bonuses. Our VIP members
have access to massive Deposit bonuses of up to 150% at predefined intervals. We regularly reward
players that love playing with us – and really, what’s not to like! No-deposit bonuses. We value our VIP
club members so much so that we extend bonuses that do not require them to even make a deposit or

carry a wagering requirement. How cool is that!? Feel like getting rewarded? Check in with your
personal account manager to see if there are any free bonuses on your tab. Up to 25% Cashbacks. We
give VIPs a hefty cashback of up to 25% - and sometimes we even go bigger! Free spins. We regularly
credit VIP players with a large amount of free spins, up to 300, on a weekly basis based on the player’s

history. Diverse Game Categories of Bitcoin Casino. The wide-ranging library at our bitcoin Casino
posses a diverse category of games ranging from superbly-crafted video slot games and highly

engaging table games to real-time live casino games and a basket of exclusives that will leave you
wanting for more. Slots. The Slots category on our bitcoin casino holds a seriously large amount of video
slots from the best game providers in the industry. Whether it be the absolute fan-favorite ‘Elvis Frog in
Vegas’ from BGaming, the most played game from Playson ‘Buffalo Power: Hold and Win’ or ‘The Dog

House Megaways’ - a fun and frolicky slot from Pragmatic that’s always as rewarding as it is
entertaining. Table games at Crypto Casino. If you are in the mood of some Blackjack, Baccarat or any
other table game, navigating to this category will open up to you a basket that will serve you just right.

With games like French Roulette, Wild Texas and Casino Hold’em, these games will satisfy all your table
gaming needs in our bitcoin casino. Live Casino. Interact with real dealers and players in games from all
the top providers such as Evolution and Ezugi found within the collection under this category. Now what’s
more enjoyable that having insane amounts of fun play ‘Crazy Time’ and betting on spinning wheels that
can land big fortunes right in your lap!? Jackpot. Want to chase a bountiful jackpot? Go to the Jackpot
category to find all the games that amass big jackpots for you to claim. Most Popular Games in Crypto
Casino. Besides our exclusive games that are always in top demand in the crypto casino, there a few



other games that players really love to play. Here’s a list of top 10 games on our casino that you can try
out for yourself to see if you find them just as entertaining as a majority of our players: Buffalo Power:

Hold and Win Solar Queen Aztec Magic Deluxe Book of Cats Divine Dragon French Roulette Elvis Frog
in Vegas John Hunter and the Tomb of the Scarab Queen Lightning Roulette Super Sunny Fruits.

Frequently Asked Questions. How can I deposit Bitcoin on BitSpinCasino? You can be playing in just a
few minutes! Your deposit will reflect in your account as soon as it is confirmed with the payment
provider. You can use any cryptocurrency wallet or fiat payment options to make a deposit in your
account. Click the Deposit button available on the top right corner of the website and follow the on-

screen procedure. How can I withdraw from your Bitcoin Casino? Navigate to your Wallet section on the
casino, click on the Withdrawal tab and follow the on-screen procedure. What is the minimum deposit?
The minimum amount you can deposit is 0.0001 BTC or equivalent depending on the chosen currency

as displayed on the Deposit page. How do I become a VIP? You can reach out to us at
support@bitspincasino.com to claim your membership. How to reset my password in your Bitcoin

casino? Navigate to the ‘My Account’ section on BitSpinCasino, and change your password under the
‘Security’ panel. Can I play in your Bitcoin casino if my country doesn't allow online gambling?

Unfortunately, no. You can not play on BitSpinCasino if your country does not allow online gambling. Is my
money safe in your Crypto Casino? Yes, BitSpinCasino is the most trustworthy brand in the

cryptocurrency industry. You can rest assured that your funds are safe within your casino wallet, and
completely at your own disposal. Fun for All Advantages of Gambling with Bitcoin About Our Bitcoin

Casino Exclusive Games How to deposit and play Why choose gambling with Bitcoin? Play from
anywhere VIP Club at our Bitcoin Casino Diverse Game Categories of Bitcoin Casino Most Popular

Games in Crypto Casino Frequently Asked Questions. 
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